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Data Structures 

 

1. Linked Lists  

2. Binary Search Trees 

3. Hash tables 

4. Iterators and generators 
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Lecture 17b-18: Plan 

We’ll introduce an additional, very efficient data 
structure: hash table. 

   

•   hash functions 

•   hash tables: storing and searching elements efficiently 

•   Resolving collisions:  
•  Chaining  

•  Open addressing (with the example of cuckoo hashing) 
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Hash 
• Definition (from the Merriam-Webster dictionary): 

hash  - transitive verb 
1 a: to chop (as meat and potatoes) into small pieces 
   b: confuse, muddle 
2 : to talk about : review -- often used with over or out 
Synonyms: dice, chop, mince 
Antonyms: arrange, array, dispose, draw up, marshal (also marshall), order, 
organize, range, regulate, straighten (up), tidy 

 
• In computer science, hashing has multiple meanings, often 

unrelated. For example, universal hashing, perfect hashing, 
cryptographic hashing, and geometric hashing, have very different 
meanings. Common to all of them is a mapping from a large space 
into a smaller one. 

 
• Today, we will study hashing in the context of the hash tables 
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A hash function example 
• Hash function: a function that maps a large (possible infinite) set to a 

smaller set of a fixed size. 

 

• Example for a hash function from integers to integers: 

 

 

 

 

 

• Executions in class 

 

• Note that this function spreads the (infinite) set of integers over a finite 
range (0-999). 

 

• But what can such a function be possibly good for? soon… 
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def hash4int(n): 

    m = 1000 

    c = (5**0.5-1)/2 #some irrational, 0<c<1  

    return int((m*((n*c)%1))) 



Python's built-in hash Function 

• Python comes with its own hash function, from everything 
immutable to integers (both negative and positive). 

 
>>> hash("Daniel") 

5551611717038549197 

>>> hash("Amir") 

-6654385622067491745 # negative 

>>> hash((3,4)) 

3713083796997400956 

 

 

>>> hash([3,4]) 

Traceback ( most recent call last ): 

    File "<pyshell #16 >", line 1, in <module > 

          hash ([3 ,4]) 

TypeError : unhashable type : 'list ' 
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Using Python's hash for storing elements 

• We use hash functions to store elements for later search 
 

• Suppose we want to store elements in a list of size m.  
 

• The range of Python's hash function is very large, and includes negative 
integers. How can we use it to map elements to the table entries? 
 

• To take care of this, we simply reduce its outcome modulo m, the size 
of the list.  
• It is recommended to use a prime modulus (for reasons beyond our scope). 

 
• suppose the elements we want to store have unique keys. Then store 

element with key k in the i'th index in the list, where 
 

   i = hash(k)%m 
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We will continue in the next class … 
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